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ABSTRACT
The simulators . described in this paper allow checkout of the
electrical control circuitry of pyrot e chnic and related devices where
the actual testing of the devices would be destructive.

A simulator

is described that is superior to the units now available for test
purposes.

Solid .state components are used exclusively and hence it

is very light weight and reliable.

It is por t able and requires no

external power for indication of the control circuitry performance.
The simulator presents a load that is adjustable between one and
five ohms for a controlled length of time from one to one hundred
milliseconds.

Transients will "also be detected when their magnitude

and width exceed one volt and 1.5 microseconds respectively.

A ten

ampere current can be turned off in less than one hundred microseconds.

A local, visual indication of the control circuitry per-

formance is given at the simulator.
\
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I.
A.

INTRODUCTION

Pyrotechnics and their control circuits
Many functions which are required on an orbiting spacecraft or

missile require energy in a · form other than fuel cells, batteries,
etc.

It has been found that e x p losive charges

~an

be used t o great

advantage in performing certain of t hese functions.

The ignition

device in many pyrotechnics is a bridgewire which will rupture after

a certain current has been passed through the bridgewire for a
specified length of time.

The rupture sets off .the explosion whose

energy is guided in a manner required to perform the end function
desired.
The fact that . there is a live explosive on a spacecraft that
will be carrying men into orbit raises a great concern about the
associated control circuitry.

Included in the control circuitry is

the power source to provide the

energy required · to rupture the

bridgewire and the sequential system which controls the time when
the pyrotechnic is to be ignited.
A representative list of functions that _have been performed with
explosive devices to illustrate the
follows:

impo~tance

of pyrotechnic circuits

shaped charge used to effect separation of spacecraft from

booster; retro-rocket ignition for re-entry into the earth's atmosphere;
parachute deployment; and others that are a link in the chain of
events that determine the success of a given mission.
A squib is that portion of the system which includes the bridgewire and explosive which produces the pressure that is used to perform
the end function.

In this paper the word pyrotechnic and squib will be

used interchangeably.

2

B.

Squib simulators
The entire subject of squib simulators could be placed under the

heading of testing or test equipment . . A great deal of concern is
focused upon the question of whether or not a system or device is going
to operate properly

~hen

located mi les from the surface o f the e a rth.

Since it is not always practical nor possible to test some

devices~

such as pyrotechnics, the next best thing is to simula·te the conditions that will

~revail

at the time it will be called upon to operate.

The operation of a pyrotechnic may determine the outcome of a million
dollar experiment or the safe retrieval of an astronaut.
times the simulators in

In recent

use have been under question as to their

worthiness for performing such an important task.
perform within certain operating limits.

The simulator must

It must load the control

circuit to a level that will give a high level of confidence that it
will perform satisfactorily in flight.
by overloading it.
proper or

i~proper

It must not damage the circuit

Also, the simulator must be capable of indicating
control circuit operation.

. 3

II.
A.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Simulators in general
Included in this section is a representative group of simulators

on the market today.

Two important items to be kept in mind are that

each of the simulators new in us c cithe;:- use rel c:.ys to open and close
the circuit or that testing is destructive.
B.

HESS and LESS(l)
The first units shown are t :1e HESS and the LESS; which stands

for High Energy Squib Simulator and Low Energy Squib Simulator
respectively.
gram.

These units were used throughout the NASA Gemini pro-

The HESS was used for a functional test of the circuitry and

the LESS was used to detect low level signals which would indicate
a possible problem area.

The units are shown in Figure 1 along with

their electrical characterist ics.
C.

Relay unit( 2 )
The second unit is entirely relay controlled.

A single adjust-

men t determines the voltage level at which the unit will trigger.
This puts a one-ohm load across the power system of the spacecraft
and it remains there until a time-delay relay opens the circuit.
The timing is

determin~d

by an RC network.

Any applied voltage

below the trigger level will give a transient indication if the
voltage is present long enough to activate the transient relay.
This unit is shown in Figure 2.
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KEYWAY
KNURL ·
-PIN B

_PIN F

1

C --

--

0.65

DIA

----.

Lo.so j

E

(MAX)

PINS (4 REQ'D)

COLOR

BARRIER
HESS

LESS

GREEN

ORANGE

NO-F-IRE CURRENT

2 AMPS FOR 5 MIN.

.05 AMPS FOR 5 MIN.

ALL-FIRE CURRENT

.5+. 2 amps between
10 and 30 msec.

0.3 amps between
0 and 20 msec.

·•

RESISTANCE

. 055+ . 005 ohms

1+ 0.2 ohms

Bridgewir e A has no effect on Bridgewire B
Note:

External resistor used in conjunction with the HESS
High Energy Squib Simulator and
Low Energy Squib Simulator
Figure 1
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SHIELD
SIGNAL

..t'<E-----~i

CHASSIS

'~~/------;·~·1------------~~

-< ~c-------'
\.::""
· GO

. RESET

'

~L ,:

r-;-0--t

. )... !,

,----~:0

VDC

WRES ET

I~

I

1.- - -( /1

TEST
. ~ JACK

I

- - I K . . J . - - -i"'r-- - - - <-.r+--..

T D IE

DELAY

28 VDC

RETURN

GO
~------+-----------~FIRE

6 VDC

f,_- - - - - - u
TRANSIENT

l

ohm + 1%

TRANSIENT ·

GO
SET
TRANSIENT
HOLDING

SHIELD
SIGNAL
RETURN

{
{

28 VDC

28 VDC
RETURN

TEST JACK

Squib Simulator which uses relays only
Figure 2
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D.

Standard Initiator Simulator( 3 )
. The next unit, shown in Figure 3, is also a one time usage as is

the HESS and the LESS.

It gives a local indication and also a per-

manent record of the circuit performance.
break point in th e GO/NO-GO area.

It does not have a sharp

In c l ari fic ation; the bridgewire

sp e cification is writ ten in such a manner that it requires operation
above a specified current level

withi ~

a certain length of time;

it also requires that the bridgewire not rupture when current below
a certain level is flowing through the bridgewire.

These two current

levels are typically one and five amperes for the NO-GO and GO levels
respectively.

This is not the way a bridgewire will function but no

constraints are placed upon the ma nufacturer when current levels
between these two are experienced.
E.

·solid State Unit ( 4 )
The last unit shown is probably the most sophisticated on the

market today.

It is completely solid state except for relays which

open and close the firing circuit and give provisions for external
monitoring.

It requires external power and monitoring equipment to

determine the performance of the spacecraft circuits.
shown in Figure 4.

The unit is
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STANDARDS DATA
2.20 MAX

r--

0.30

1

.65 DIA

CURRENT VS. FIRING TIME
.0

6

'

4

TE ST
f TEST CKT
CIRCUIT ~ RESISTAN CE

DASH
NO.

'\

8

PIN ARRANGEMENT

T MATES

WITH
ELECT. CONN .

~~

-2
2 PIN

A - B

l . 05

-+

.10

PT06E-8-2S
MS3116E8-2S

-4

A'-B, B-C,
C-D, D-A

l . 05

-+ .10

PT06E-8-4S
MS3116E8-4S

2
0

2

4 6
8 10 12
TIME (MILLISECONDS)

14

4 PIN

GENERAL NOTES
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

ALL-FIRE: 3. 5 AMPS ONE CIRCUIT
NO-FIRE: 1 AMP. 1 WATT FOR FIVE MINUTES
POST-FIRE RESISTANCE, GREATER THAN 10,000 OHMS
FIRING INDICATIONS: INSTANTANEOUS ( LIGHT FLASH)
PERMANENT RECORD (COLOR CODE)
UNIT IS NON-GAS, SPARK OR DEBRIS PRODUCING
CASE: NON-CONDUCTIVE
ROTATION OF UNIT IS NOT CRITICAL WITH RESPECT TO CIRCUIT
TEMPERATURE LIMITS - 20°F + 170°F
SEALED TO PREVENT PERMEATION BY EXPLOSIVE ENVIRONMENT
STANDARD I NI TIATOR SIMULATOR
FIGURE 3

DIAGRAM
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SQUIB SIMULATOR MODEL RR846

FIRI N:; Ti: :RESHO:..D
RECOCNJ:'.l.'ION
TRANSIENT THRESHOLD
RECOGNITION
REl,JSABLE
0

SOLID STATE

····.::

...

. ....

·~

·:

COMPACT SIZE
LIGHT WEIGHT
FAIL SAFE
Amplitude Firing Threshold

7.88+0.1 volts

Pulse Width Firing Threshold

10 msec + 10%

Amplitude Transient Threshold

200 mvolt + 20%

Pulse Width Transient Threshold

Externally adjustable
from l to 10 microsec

Amplitude Fail Safe Threshold:

2.7 volts+ 20% at 70 ms

Input Impedance:

1~05

Energizing _Time Req'd for Relays:

ohm + 0.01 res.

3 mill i seconds

Power Source:

28VDC + . 10%

Reset:

28VDC + 1 0 % for 3
milliseconds min.

Case Ground:

Floating

Size:

3"x3"x5"

Weight

2. Oil Max

SQUIB SIMULATOR MODEL RR846
Figur e: 4
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III.
A.

DISCUSSION

Typical pyrotechnic firing circuit
A typical pyrotechnic circuit is shown in Figure 5.

technic device is fired from a separate relay contact.
relay c ontact
w~re

.;

Each pyroA separate

,. used to provide separate firing pa t hs for each bridge-

..... . ::>

and also to limit the current flowing through each relay contact.

Since each bridgewire resistance is approximately one ohm and only
about five amperes are required to ignite the. pyrotechnic a current
limiting device (fusistor) is placed in the circuit.
limiting the current the device will
upon ignition of the pyrotechnic.

op~n . if

In addition to

a short circuit occurs

The total resistance of a pyre-

technic firing circuit is typically three ohms, which includes the
bridgewire, fusistor, relay contacts, switch contacts, and wiring.
It is evident that with a 28-volt source, in excess of nine amperes
will flow in the circuit.
B.

Bridgewires
The impedance of the bridgewires will vary from unit to unit.

For this reason, the simulator must be capable of presenting a load
to the control circuitry that is adjustable between·certain limits.
For instance, one unit on the market now specifies the bridgewire
resistance at 1.05+0.1 ohms.

In general, the testing will be done to

represent the worst case condition.
The sure-fire time is usually specified with a specific current
flowing.

This current is the same for a given type of pyrotechnic, but

may vary, as well as the time, for other types of pyrotechnics.

For

this reas on the tiD;le during which the load is pres ented to the spacecraft system must be .controlled.

10

BRIDGEWIRES

'-----i

II•

FIRING RELAY

FUSISTORS

FIRE

ARM

28VDC

TYPICAL PYROTECHNIC FIRING CIRCUIT
Figure 5
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C.

Noise generation
A large spike can be generated when a three ohm load is placed

across a 28 volt battery.
proximity to

t : h~

of a signif ic.u.nt

Circuits that are physically in close

c ::.rcu it carrying t·he l erge surge may pick up noise
;aagni tud ~..~ .

Tne t est unit: sho u ld

~: h en

b e capabl e o f

detecting transients on th~ pyrotechnic firing leads.
D.

Physical considerations
A physical constraint is the weight of test equipment which can

be attached to spacecraft wiring.

The weight must be kept to a

minimum in order to prevent damaging the wiring.

Anything which may

damage wiring wher: hung directly to wire bundles is required to be
supported.

The simulator must also be portable so that if the need

arose, it could be moved from one wire bundle to another.
E.

Performance and indications required
Many of the presently used pyrotechnics require five amperes for

five to fifteen milliseconds -into a nominal impedance of one ohm to
ensure ignition.

If this energy level is reached then an indication

is required to · show that the spacecraft system operated properly.

If

the requirements are not met, then an indication of thi.s is also
required.

The energy required is not standardized so the simulator

must be adjustable to enaple its use with different types of pyrotechnics.

Figure 6 shows the firing characteristics of a typical

pyrotechnic alon$ with the required characteristic for the simulator.
Because of the difference in energy levels required to ensure ignition,
the transient detector is required to have an adjustable threshold.
source will be required to give an indication of a transient since no
voltage will be present after the transient has occurred.

A

12

UNDEFINED

UNDEFINED

SIMULATOR FIRING CHARACTERISTICS
BRIDGEWIRE FIRING CHARACTERISTICS
BRIDGEWIRE NO-FIRE
Spec~f~ed No-F~re curr~nt

Current at
t· o seconds

wh~ch

for

br~dg ewire

bridgewire will rupture

under test
~f

present for

Current when present for t 1 seconds defines lower limit
for a "GO" condition on -t h e simulator
Compar~son

o f Bridgewire and Simul ator
Fi 2:u re 6

Charac t er~stics
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F.

Design requirements
In order to design a unit which was superior to those now avail-

able, very tight constraints were placed on the simulator.

The HESS

and the LESS were very good test articles since the active components
in them were actual bridge\vires.

The HESS has the same characteristics

as a pyrotechnic (or a little more stringent) and the LESS was designed
to detect transients or other low energy signals.
backs:

Both have two draw-

1) Once they are used in a test the bridgewires must be re-

placed and 2) Positive proof is not available to verify that X amperes
flowed for Y s econds before the bridgewire ruptured.

Two design

requirements can be obtained from the shortcomings of the HESS and the
LESS:

1) The simulator must be reusable and 2) It must indicate if

the X amperes for Y seconds was or was not achieved.

The relay unit has

the disadvantage of requiring external power for control and external
equipment for monitoring the circuits' performance.

Because it is

composed of relays, it is heavy and has a finite lifetime due to the
moving parts in the rel a y.

The fastest relays on t h e market can trans-

fer in approximately one-half of one millisecond and hence transients·
of shorter duration will not be detect ed.

Therefore three additional

requirements can be placed on the simulator; 3) the simulator is to be
lightweight 4) a locai indication is required to indicate circuit performance by using the firing voltage to give that indication and 5) a
requirement is to be imposed to be able to detect transients of time
duration of . approximately one microsecond.

One way to make the simu-

lator lightweight is to make it of solid state components.

The next

problem is that of switching approximately nine amperes with a solid
state switch in a short time.

-14
G.

Circuitry

Turn~off

A

~·ethod

of turning off nine to ten amperes with solid state ·

I

devices is shown in Figure 7.

The arrangement is such that tran-

sisters Q1 and Q2 turn on very rapidly when voltage is applied at
the input.
terminals~

Since a one ohm load is desired when looking at the input
Q1 is required to have a very low saturation voltage.

A 2N2152 has a maximum VCE of 0.2 volts with a collector current of
about ten
resistor.

amperes~

which adds only about 0 . 0067

oh~s

to the load

A transistor with a DC current gain of 50 with a collector

current of 15 amperes (which is typical of the 2N2152) has a base
current of
IB

=

15/50

= 0.3 amperes

This current must flow through diodes D1 and

n2

and transistor Q2

resulting in a voltage drop between the emitter of Q1 and the base
of Q2 of vtotal where;

Typical values are:
VEB(Ql)
VDl
VEB(Q2)

= 0.75 volts
=

0.8 volts

= VDZ

= 0.5 volts
0.75 + 0.8 + 0.8 + 0.5

vtotal
~

2.85 volts

During the time the one-ohm load is presented t o the spacecraft control
circ uitr y there is no trigger p resen t at the gate of the silicon
controlled rectifier

CR1 and hence it is in a non-conducting state.

15

5 ohms

D1

1N3253 ·

11 ohms

D2

1N3253

R3

1K ohms

CR1

C6B

R4

82 ohms

Ql

2N2152

Q2

2N3427

R1
·R

2

Switching Circuit to effect Turn-on and Turn-off
Figure 7
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When

a

trigger is a p plied to the gat e of CR1 , the voltage between the

emitter of Q1 and the base o f Q2 now becomes approximately one volt.
This removes the required bias to keep Q1 in a saturated conducting
state and the turn-off sequence is started.

Th e time at which the

trigger is a ppl ied to the gate of CR1 i s contro l led by the timing
circuits de s cribed on pag es 16 through 1 8.
The two diodes in series serve a two-fold purpose.

First of all

the two response voltages which are seen across

n1 and D2

turn-off process as opposed to only one diode.

Secondly, since the

e~h ance

the

'
predominant fai l ure mode
of diodes is to short circuit, operation is

at most slowed if a diode were to short out.
In the switching circuit, R1 is the load resistor and R2 and R3
are to limit current flow.

R was chosen as large as possible to limit
3
current flow during the time Q1 is turned off to consume the least

amount of power and still keep Q1 "off".
Resistor R4 is used to reduce the leakage currents of Q1 •
Normally, the base current of the transistor would flow from Q1 and Q2 •
The presence of R4 provides a current path which reduces the base current leakage and also has a much larger influence on the emitter-tocollector leakage current.

CR1 serves the same purpose as R4 in com-

batting the leakage currents of Q2 .
H.

"GO" timer
The timing circuit used to indicate the GO condition is shown in

Figure 8.

The use of the Zener diode

n3 ensures that with a load cur-

rent of a certain magnitude, or above, the voltage applied to the RC
timing network is essentially constant.

R5 is included to protect the

17

R5

~l
sl
CR4

R7

R6

Bl

D3
Q3
Output

Q1
R8

R5

100 ohms

D3

6.2 volt Zener

R6

lOOK ohms 25 turn

CR4

C6B

R7

lK ohms

Q3

2Nl671B

R8

82 ohms

cl

5 micro f

sl

On-Off-Reset switch

Bl

10 volt batt.

Timing Circuit for " GO" condition
Figure 8
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Zener diode.

The

ti~ ing

depend s on the capacitor voltage and the

charging time is controlled by R6 .

The unijunction transistor Q3 will

fire when the v oltage between the emitter and base 1 reaches a certain
fraction (intrinsic st :md-off :.:-atio) o f the voltage between base 2 and
base 1.

Ti1.e ex.::-. ct firing time of the trans I s tor is not readily pre-

dictable since the intri nsic stand -off ratio may vary from 0.47 to
0 .74 for the particu lar units selected.
~ ent

of

R6 ~

Once a time is set by adjust-

then that time will be v e ry nearly constant over a wide

range of load voltages above the Zener diode rating.

If the load cur-

rent is below that desired, the time for unijunction firing is longer
and may not fire if the current is low enough so that the response
voltage across the load resistor is less than the required firing
level.

When the loa d voltage is below the required voltage level,

specified essentially by the Zener diode rating, another timing circuit
will time out and shut off the transistor Q1 .

This is the "NO-G0 11

timing circuit.
I.

"NO-GO" Timer
The "NO-GO" timing circuit is shown in Figure 9.

The fact that

the applied voltage is very nearly constant for any given situation
gives the confidence that the time-out of the circuit will be very
stable.

In use, this circuit will be set at a time that would be

acceptable for the operation of the GO circuit,

If the GO circuit

does not time out in the desired length of time then the NO-GO circuit
times out and shuts off the load transistor switch.
circuit will shut off the load path.

Either timing

Note that both timing circuits

start operation at approximately the same time.
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J.

Circuitry to

e~fect

Turn-off

The circuit used to generate a trigger to CR1 is shown in Figure

10.

The unijun ction fires CR2 and the resultant cathode voltage is

used to fire CR1 .

The t i mer is not attached directly to CR1 because

of the bias l ev 0l on

;~ he

load transistor is on.
emitter of

Q~

cath r. J e of CR1

~:b r ing

the period of time the

If n i ne amperes ar e flowing in the load, the

is at approxim&tely nine vol t s and from pr e vious calcu-

lations it was found that the cat:1ode of CR1 is at 9- 2.85=6.15 volts.
A trigger level of this magnitude wou l d be difficult to achieve with
the timing circuits bein g use!d s o the silicon contro l led rectifiers
are cascaded to arrive at an acceptab l e voltage l evel.

CR2 not oaly

produces the required trigger for f ir i ng CR1 but·also is used to give
an indication of the circuit operation.

The NO-GO timer is configured
. ....

in the same manner and the triggers are "orred" prior to the gate of
CR1 so that the first timer to time-out will shut off the load circuit.
K.

Transient Detector
The NO-Go circuitry is also used to detect transients.

voltage will trigger CR4 and start the NO-GO circuit.

The input

Since there is

no load voltage, the GO timer will not be active and the NO-GO
indication will come on.

In this configuration, the magnitude and

time duration of t h e transien t cannot be determined but the next step
~n

testing if a transient were to occur would be to look at the

tTansient with an oscilloscope.
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Circuit to effect Turn-off
Figure 10
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L.

Circuit performance indication
The next requirement was to sele ct a

co~fi guration

allow an indication of·circuit performance.

which would

A nominal 28-volt bulb

could not be used since 28 volts would not be present in the case of
transient detection.

Th e light bul b -:: -l.o s en must be cor.:patible with

the battery since that is the power s ource for t ransient

i~dication.

R15 is selected to make the circ uit compatible with t he spacecraft
power system.

The complete simulator circui t

is sho\·m in Figure 11.

The switch in series with the battery is used to conserve the
battery and is also the reset switch.

A reset capabil ity is needed

to all ow discharge of capacitor C after the timer has operated.
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IV.
A.

CONCLUSIONS

Main Desi gn Features
The . solid I state squib simulat o r: wa s G..::signed ,...,ith the intent of

overcoming the a hor tcorr,:i.:"'.g s o f un:Lts n ow avai 2.. :J.b l e.

c ubi c inches (2 l /4x 1 1/4 x4).

A pro:.: ,1type unit

Since the unit is made of solid state

components its lifetime is not limited and t he simulator is reusable
after resetting the unit with the on-off-reset switch.

The prototype

was made with the connector attached directly to the case.

A short

extension cable could be attached if the need for one evolved.
The timing circuits have an adjustable range of time which is
sufficient to cover the range of requirements of pyrotechnic bridgewires on the market.

The re·quired current to ensure ignition can be

verified by proper selection of the Zener diode in conjunction with
the load resis·tor.
B.

Fail Safe
The failure mode of test equipment is of major concern.

Also of

concern is the performance of the test equipment when abnormal conditions exist in the control circuit.

The component which is subjected

to the most severe conditions is the power transistor Q1 .

For this

reason a 30-ampere transistor was chosen as opposed to uprating the
transistor as could be done because of its "expected" short duty cycle.
One condition that could exist is a very high input voltage to the
simulator which would help ensure proper operation of the GO timing
circuit.

Ano'ther condition is a very low input voltage which would

trigger the NO-GO timing circuit and allow it to time out.

Of course,

25
the NO-GO timing circuit would be triggered with an unusually high input voltage also.

To ensure proper operation of the NO-GO timing

circuit, slightly more than one volt is required.
C.

Recommendations
Tt.e '!)rototyp t:. ::as

s~-.own

t h at th...:: b asic ide a of naking a squib

simulator from solid state components is entirely feasible.

In order

to determine if problem areas exist a number of tests should be performed.

A.::!curacy of the timing circuits should be ver ::..fied to a high

level of confidence to determine if temperature· stabilization is required.

It should be remembered that the two timing circuits are

subject to the same conditions.

The changes due to temperature will

probably not be significant since the change will be in the same
direction for the two circuits.

Verifi~ation

of the long lifetime

expected of the simulator would be a good piece of data to have as
a selling point.

A more efficient packaging arrangement may be able

to reduce the size of the package and smaller components would reduce
it even more.
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APPENDIX I
This appendix is included to :)resent more G. E.:t ailed information
on the simulators than it was pr.s.c ::::.ca l

to pres2r.t ::n the body of

the thesis.
and whe-r' '' data sbcets

·· •.:::r ~

r.o ,: Tva.:.:: ..l::l.;:; c.t:

p:ce:;::;et\ tecl aga.:lti. so ti1at this appen.d;Lx

units now on the market.
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:information on
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HESS

LESS
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2

ALL-FIRE CURRENT

s±. 2 amps be tvJeen
10 and 30 msec.

RESISTANCE

&~S

FOR 5 MIN.

.055+ .005 ohms

.OS AMPS FOR 5 MIN.
0.3 amps between
0 and 20 msec.

1+ 0.2 ohms

Bridgewire A has no effec t on Bridgewire B
High Energy Squib Simulator and
Low Energy Squib Simulator
Figure 12
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TECH~ICAL NOTATION
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Simulator For Test of Electro-Explosive

D~v ice

Circuits

General Desc riptio n
Th e Spac e Ordnance Sys t ems ' St anda rd Initiator Simul ator (SIS), Part No.
S021-1 05 25 , is designed for test and checkout of elec t ro-explos ive device firing c ircuits in the laboratory or as installed on s pacecraft.
It simulates electrical characteristics of typical AFMTR-approved
electro-explosive devic·e s such as 1 o hm load resistance, 1 amp-1 watt,
no fire for 5 minutes, and all-fire characteristics.
Containing no pyrotechnics, the SIS enables complete plugs-out
circuit check-out without the dan ger or exp e n se o f firing actual explosive devices.
It provides both instantaneous a nd permanent indications of successful actuation.
It is being used to simulate the 4-pin
dual bridgewire Apollo Standard Initiat or (ASI) and the 2-pin Single
Bridgewire Apollo Standard Initiator (SBASI), both manufactured by
Space Ordnance Systems.
The circuit is automatically opened . a fte r actuation to prevent
battery drainage or cir~uit over load . A non-conductive case eliminates
the possibility of short circuits.
Standard Initiator
Figure 14

Simulator
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STANDARDS DATA
. 30

2. 20 MA.X - --

---¥--1~ -.LI-Jt==g~! .

. . - -· -

· -- · - •oo-r

DASH
NO.

:\

8-

5-

.,\

0

-

~ ""-

2

4

6

8 10

12

TIME (milliseconds)

14

-

·· · -

- - ·

.65 DIA

PIN ARRANGEMENT

CURRENT VS. FIRING TIME
0-

J

· - --

-2
2 PIN

TEST
TEST CIRCUI1 HATES WITH
CIRCUIT RESISTANCE ELECTRICAL
CONNECTOR
A -

B

1.05 -+ .10

PT06E- 8-2S
MS3116E8-2S
'

-4
4 PIN

AB

B

- c

c- D

1.05 + .10

-

PT06E-8-4S
MS3116E8-4S

D- A

GENERAL NOTES
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

9.

ALL-FIRE: 3.5 AMPS ONE CIRCUIT
NO-FIRE: 1 AHP. 1 WATT FOR FIVE MINUTES
POST-FIRE R£SISTANCE , GI'\.EATE~ Th.\KT 10,000 OB.1'1S
FIRING Il\TDICATIONS : ll-.:STANTANEOUS (LIGHT FLASH)
PER.I\fA~ENT RECORI:; (COLOR CODE)
UNIT IS NON-GAS, SPARK OR DEBRIS PRODUCING
CASE: NON-COl\TDUCTIVE
.
ROTATim; OF UNIT IS NOT CRITICAL ~liT:! Rf 3PEC! TO CI RCUIT DIAGRA.."'-1
TEMPERA'J'URE LIMITS - 20°F + 170° ~.,.
SEALED TO PREVENT PERHEATION BY EXPLOS IVE ENVIRONMENT
STANDARD INITIATOR SIHULATJR
Figure 14 (Cont ' c .)
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SQU ~B SIMULATOR }'1C:JE .... - ~1U 40

.-- ·-··-··.-·· --- ---- ·

·- - -

- ---- - ~

o TRANSIENT THRESHOLD
RECOGNI TION
o REUSABLE
o SOLID STATE
o COMPACT SIZE
o LIGHT WEIGHT
o FAIL SAFE

Descrip·tion
The General Instrument Model RR8 4 6 Squib Simulator.is intended
to take the place of an actual squib for the purpose of testing the
characteristics of it s firing circuit. The Squib Simulator is capable
of simultaneously checking energy sour ce firing level and of simulating
pre-fire , fire and post fire conditions. It will also detect low level
transients present at the squib input which may be generated by external
equipment or via coupling from adjacent lines. The unit is preset to
indicate the presence of transie nts of sufficient level and duration to
cause misfire or premature firing.
This commercially availab l e squib simulator was originally developed to test the Explosive Device Subsystem during system checkout of the
Apollo Spacecraft Lunar Module.
It is solid state, small (3 x 3 x 5
inches) and weighs under two pounds . This reusable device is associated
with a specific monitoring point without the need for buffer or complicated interface.
The RR846 simulates a squib with a resistive input impedance of
1.05 + 0.01 ohm, resistive, prior to firing. After a preset . time
interval, which depends upon the desired energy level from the firing
source, the simulator presents ' an open circuit. The preset energy level
is a minimum of 7.88 volts+ 0.1 volts for a minimum of 10 milliseconds
across the 1.05 ohm resistor.
Squ ib Simulator Model RR846
Figure 15
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Description (Continued)
After simulated :::fring, o ~Jen circuit condition is maintained until
the modules are re;:;et w:.th an exter-.1.al 2J volt ;:-n::.l se. Both firing and
transient detection are ind::.c&t ......:: ::;y ::.:.so lated contact closures. The
presence of a trar..sient is iadica:::ecl i:: a level of 200 millivolts is
exceeded for a pe·:::-L:·::. -:-:~1 ic:.~1. i ..:· 2.~' :; ·~na::..J. ~;- _-.l~j · 1...>~a'!: ::..e ;Jetwecn one and
ten microsec o~ds .
I r .. ·the ". , 1. ik:: ;l·f <.veri.:~: ;,: ·~1a:: ·:!· · :~ p 1t :::-~J...·1 _ ' :falJ.s t0 ope~:., a f .--.il
saf e :..: -': :i..'ly -c.v:!.2.l vp c.;:. the. inru ...: x, _;: ~ •.i.:.. : ...' r•. i :t J.:i....;cc.;c<.J;.:;.
Other models may be made available with difierent r esistance and
energy levels (amplitude anC. duration) as requ i r ;;d .
Two connecto rs -:vhich are fusion sea led to t h e Simulator case
provide the means for interfacing the Simulator w~t h the actuator
input, p ower SU? ply, and monitoring devices. Conne.ct'or Jl is a four
pin connector which couples the Simulator to the .?..ctuator i :1put. Two
pins are spare.
Connector J2 provides power supply and reset inputs
and GO and transient contact closure outputs.
Six pins are spare.

ELECT~ICAL

CHARACTERISTICS

Amplitude Firing Thre shold :
Pulse Width Firing Tnreshold:
Amplitude Transient Threshold:
Pulse Width Transient Threshold:
Amplitude Fail Safe Threshold:
Input Impedance: ·
Energizing Time Req'd for Relays:
Power Source:
Reset:
Case Ground
Connec t:ors:
.Squib:
Power , Output and Reset:

MECHANICAL
Size :
Weight:
Hermet ic Seal:

7.88 + 0.1 volts
10 milliseconds + 10%
200 millivolts + 20%
Externally adjustable from 1 to 10
mic roseconds
2.7 volts+ 20%@ 70 ms
1.05 ohm+ 0.01 resistive
3 milliseconds
28 VDC + 10%
28 VDC + 10% for milliseconds
Minimum
Floating
DTK-1E-8-4P (Deut~ch) (Jl)
DTK-07H-l2-10P (Deutsch) (J2)

CH.~CTERISTICS

3"

X

3 11

X

5"

2 .0 ft Max.
Per HIL-STD-810 , Method 512

Figure 15 (Continued)

